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Quantum Hamiltonians: General 
In condensed matter physics we know the basic laws, it is laws of  quantum mechanics 

In solids/liquids/molecules/clusters... 

Kinetic energy of  nuclei Coulomb repulsion 
of  nuclei 

Electron Hamiltonian at a given position of  
nuclei 



 
 

Quantum Hamiltonians: General II 
Adiabatic approximation: small parameter allows to separate lattice and 

electron degrees of  freedom 

Crystals: periodic arrange of  atoms 

In single-electron approximation: 
Bloch theorem and band structure 
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 is periodic with the periodicity of  the crystal,  

n is band index  

Electron energy bands in graphene 



 
 

Quantum Hamiltonians: General III 
The problem with this description: it neglects interelectron interaction, and  

the intercation is not small 

Two limits: free atoms and bands of  noninteracting electrons: the description is 
dramatically different 



The beginning: “Polar model” 

S. P. Shubin (1908-1938) S. V. Vonsovsky (1910-1998) 



The beginning: “Polar model” II 
Schrödinger equation in “atomic representation” (double f, hole g, 

spin right k, spin left h) 
 

Metal-insulator transition and Mott insulators 

Metal 

Insulator 



 
 

Quantum Hamiltonians: Lattice models 
Modern way of  treatment (well... for last 70 years): Secondary quantization  

In a single-electron basis: 

Fermionic operators: 



 
 

Quantum Hamiltonians: Lattice models II 
For simplicity: single-band model 

From sites to bands: 

Band Hamiltonian 

In the presence of  electromagnetic field: Peierls substitution 

is the Fourier transform of  the hopping parameters 

vector potential; in optics 

Simple models: Hubbard model 

(only on-site Coulomb repulsion) Extended Hubbard model 
(intersite interactions added) 



 
 

Quantum Hamiltonians: Lattice models III 
Half-filled case, U >> tij Homopolar state (one electron per atom, spins up and down) 

Bogoliubov perturbation theory (also known as Anderson superexchange, but first results 
are by Shubin & Vonsovsky) 

P is projector to homopolar state Heisenberg model, antiferromagnetic exchange: 

localized spins 

Spins like to be antiparallel (singlet ground state) 

In non-half-filled case: ferromagnetic tendency (“Zener double exchange”),  
phase separation etc.  



 
 

Quantum Hamiltonians: Lattice models IV 
Many other phenomena, e.g. charge and orbital ordering, etc.   

E.g., degenerate orbitals: orbital momentum operator enters the Hamiltonian 

E.g., for triple degenerate band:  

JH is Hund exchange 

Two orbitals per site, one electron (quarter filling, Kugel-Khomskii model): 
Orbital anitiferromagentism and spin ferromagnetism 

s-d exchange (Vonsovsky-Zener) model: interaction of  localized and itinerant electrons  

etc. 



 
 

High-frequency laser fields 
Quickly oscillating strong electric field means quickly oscillating effective hopping 

At very high frequency effective static Hamiltonian should exist 

Classical analog: Kapitza pendulum 

http://butikov.faculty.ifmo.ru/Russian/ParamPendulumKIO.pdf 

One needs to develop efficient 
perturbative theory in inverse 
frequency of  the laser field 

In classical mechanics: Bogoliubov, Krylov ... 

Development for matrix Hamiltonians: 
A. P. Itin & A. I. Neishtadt, Phys. Lett. A  

378, 822 (2014) 



 
 

General approach to many-body Hamiltonians 
A. P. Itin & MIK, Phys. Rev. Lett. 115, 075301 (2015) 

Unitary transformation to the new wave funstion 

The  new Hamiltonian: 

Series expansion: 

Ki are skrew-Hermitian periodic in time matrices 

Using the average procedure to find a series for the effective Hamiltonian 



 
 

General approach to many-body Hamiltonians II 

The integration constants are choosen in such a way that 

Expansion of  the effective Hamiltonian: 



 
 

Hubbard model in strong electric field 
We choose the other gauge,  - electrostatic potential 

One-dimensional Hubbard model 

Preliminary unitary transformation (to Peierls gauge): 



 
 

Hubbard model in strong electric field II 
Notations: 

The effective Hamiltonian  is where 



 
 

Hubbard model in strong electric field III 
Density-dependent hopping (as in the general polar model); 

Induced interaction on different sites; 
Attraction on site; 

Modification of  exchange interaction (from AFM to FM) 

Second-order correction to exchange integral 

Total formula for ω comparable with U but >> J 

(change of  sign is unavoidable) 

Monochromatic field: 

Color solid curves, from top to bottom: 
- Bare exchange interaction  
- Second order expansion; 
-  Fourth order expansion 
- Formula (*) 
Dashed line shows numerical results for 
nonequilibrium exchange (J. Mentink et al) 
 

(*) 

Effective hopping:  



 
 

Dynamical control of electron-phonon interactions 
C. Dutreix & MIK, Phys. Rev. B 95, 024306 (2017) Hamiltonian: 

Peierls substitution  

nearest-neighbour hopping amplitude 

and phonon creation and annihilation operators (bosons) 

Interesting problem: polaron formation (dressing of  electrons by virtual excitations 
of  bosonic field) 

At equilibrium, well studied; what happens under a strong high-frequency field? 



 
 

Electron-phonon interactions II 

Unitary transformation 

New Hamiltonian 



 
 

Electron-phonon interactions III 
By construction should be static – the way to choose 

In the third-order approximation (second-order is trivial) 



 
 

Electron-phonon interactions IV 



 
 

Electron-phonon interactions V 
The effective interaction Hamiltonian in real space (if  the bare one is local),  

Renormalized coupling constants 



 
 

Electron-phonon interactions VI 

F – free energy, corresponding to the Hamiltonian H, H* - trial Hamiltonian,  
F* - its free energy  

Mapping to polaronic Hamiltonian 

Effective energy shift (polaronic shift); renormalization of  the first- and second-  
neighbour hoppings 

But first, for H - Lang-Firsov canonical transformation 



 
 

Electron-phonon interactions VII 

induced NNN hopping N0 Planck funtion 

Polaron dispersion 



 
 

Electron-phonon interactions VIII 

Floquet spectrum (quasienergies are conserving modulo Omega)  

Spectral density: electron spectrum is both renormalized and broaden) 

Effective spectral density: for effective static Hamiltonian 



 
 

Dynamical control of spin textures 
Motivation: magnetic skyrmions, topological magnetic defects supposed to be  

useful for ultradense information storage 

A hot subject (e.g., Europhysics Prize 2016) 

(Magnetic skyrmion – Wikipedia) 

Experimentally observed in MnSi, (Fe,Co)Si, 
Fe:Ir(111), etc. 

  

Importantly: in the most of  cases (not always) 
they result from competition of  exchange and 

Dzialoshinskii-Moriya (DM) magnetic interactions  

The last term (DMI) has a smallness in spin-orbit coupling 



Dynamical control of spin textures II 
Model systems (single-band, strongly correlated): C2F, Pb:Si(111), Sn:Si(111),Sn:SiC(0001) 

Calculated DMI 
vectors (light and 

dark – positive and 
negative z components) 



Dynamical control of spin textures III 

 

 

 
 

Red – without SO 
Blue – with SO 

Single narrow 
band nea the 
Fermi energy 



Dynamical control of spin textures IV 

 

 

 
 

Mott insulator if take into account Hubbard U 

Orientation of DMI 

Ground state magnetic  
configurations  for Si(111):Pb 

in magnetic field 
(MC simulations) 



Dynamical control of spin textures V 
E. A. Stepanov, C. Dutreix & MIK, Phys. Rev. Lett. 118, 157201 (2017) 

The model: 

(spin-orbit coupling Δ is inluded!) 

High-frequency laser field 

The lowest-order renormalization):  



 
 

Dynamical control of spin textures VI 
Effective spin Hamiltonian 
(via operator perturbatuon  

theory) 

Plus: renormalization of  exchange interactions via Itin & MIK, 2015 



 
 

Dynamical control of spin textures VII 

Other way to stabilize skyrmions: via competing exchange interactions  



 
 

Dynamical control of spin textures VIII 
Stepanov, Nikolaev, Dutreix, MIK & Mazurenko, arXiv:1710.03044 

Usually J >> D; with laser field one can inverse this and even reach the regime J = 0 

Exchange-free nanoslyrmion mozaik 



 
 

Laser-induced topological transitions 
C. Dutreix, E. A. Stepanov & MIK, Phys. Rev. B 93, 241404(R) (2016) 

Black phosphorus: novel two-dimensional semiconductor  

Electronic structure: semiconductor 

In bilayer, electric bias creates insulator- 
semimetal transition; but with high-frequency 
laser field one can make it for the single layer 



 
 

Laser-induced topological transitions II 

The main difference with graphene: a very large and positive second-neighbour hopping in plane; 
interlayer hopping is roughly of  the same order of  magnitude 

A. Rudenko & MIK, Phys. Rev. B 89, 201408 (2014); A. Rudneko, S. Yuan & MIK, 
 Phys. Rev. B 92, 085419 (2015) 

Mapping to tight-binding model 



 
 

Laser-induced topological transitions III 
Single-particle Hamiltonian (only bands), Peierls substitution 

Second-order effective static Hamiltonian 

On can pass from band insulator to topological insulator or to semimetal  

Lowest-energy bands in 
semimetallic phase 

Elliptic polarization: topological insulator 
Linear polarization: semimetal, no gap 



 
 

Resume 
“Kapitza pendulum” has analog for quantum many-body systems: one can engineer quantum 

Hamiltonians by high-frequency modulation of  the Hamiltonian parameters 

Problem: heating by strong laser field 
Systems with narrow defect bands (like C2H or Sn:Si(111)) may be a solutionL frequency 
is much higher than the defect band width but stil within the gap of  host semiconductor, 

weak light absortption (exponentially weak in simple models) 

The other application: ultracold gases in optical lattices (“quantum simulators”).  
Mathematics is the same, physical realization can be easier (may be not so interesting  

for potential applications but.... quantum computing?!) 

MANY THANKS FOR YOUR  
ATTENTION 
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